The Tux Machines News Section is Moving to News.TuxMachines.org
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Tux Machines is growing and is gradually splitting up the sections in order to introduce a number of new features, such as push notifications and Gemini/GemText. Over the past month or so we've built a new, custom-made content management system for news.

This section of TuxMachines will no longer have new stories in it (with some caveats, including this post). To see the latest stories go to news.tuxmachines.org [2] (we've added HTTPS too, with a self-signed certificate; don't be alarmed by Web...
browsers). In Geminispace we're at gemini.tuxmachines.org (you need a Gemini client [3] to access this address).

The existing RSS feed's address already points to the relevant feed, but if you don't use an RSS reader and instead check the front page/homepage, be sure to visit news.tuxmachines.org [2] instead (or update the bookmarks accordingly).  
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